KNOCK HEADS WITH OLD MAN WINTER
THERMAL HEADWEAR WITH REMOVABLE BUMP CAP PROTECTION

BUMP CAP OR HARD HAT?
CHOOSING THE RIGHT HEAD PROTECTION FOR THE JOB

**BUMP CAP**
- **Hazard:** Worker-generated impact (hitting head on sharp corner or low overhang).
- **Application:** Baggage handlers, mechanics, maintenance and anybody working in cramped quarters.

**HARD HAT**
- **Hazard:** Object-generated impact (falling or flying objects).
- **Application:** Construction, utilities, forestry, mining and anywhere OSHA requires its use.

---

**6802ZI ZIPPERED TRAPPER® HAT**
- Durable, windproof & water resistant nylon outer shell
- 40 grams of 3M™ Thinsulate™ Insulation
- Interior quilted satin crown lining with PU backing
- Adjustable YKK buckle with chin strap for perfect fit
- Zippered compartment holds the 8945 universal bump cap insert for head protection
- Skullerz® 8945 Universal Bump Cap Insert is included
- One size fits most
- Machine washable

**6893ZI ZIPPERED BALACLAVA**
- Polyester fleece for warmth in extreme conditions
- Reflective accent for higher visibility
- Long length
- Zippered compartment holds the 8945 universal bump cap insert for head protection
- Skullerz® 8945 Universal Bump Cap Insert is included
- One size fits most
- Machine washable

**6811ZI ZIPPERED KNIT BEANIE**
- 100% soft dry acrylic
- 40 grams of 3M™ flex stretch insulation
- Zippered compartment holds the 8945 universal bump cap insert for head protection
- Skullerz® 8945 Universal Bump Cap Insert is included
- One size fits most
- Machine washable
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